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V O LKIT LIT

      • The Spring Edition •



 •

SO F I E  SC HNO O R  
Edgy, Feminine & Cool

At KIT Lifestyle, there’s a definite shift in the air, as we celebrate the 

end of our second shop’s renovation and look forward to opening 

in time for Easter. Small in name only, Little Kit on Eldon Place will 

not only be selling popular brands of childrenswear, beachwear and 

gifts; this unique space overlooking Viking Bay will have a brand 

new element too - soon to be revealed! In the meantime, we’re 

showcasing just a few of the lovely Danish brands we have in our 

main store that we think perfectly encapsulate this time of year. 

Here’s to warmer days ahead in lovely clothes! 

Liz X

Owner of KIT Lifestyle/Little KIT

Founded in 2001, Sofie Schnoor is a fashion brand that is all about feminine 

elegance with a hint of edgy. Their memorable collection features unique 

designs and patterns, as well as stylish statement dresses and t-shirts - a 

few of which are pictured right here. This is a popular Danish brand and 

it’s not hard to see why!

Coster Copenhagen is a Danish women’s clothing brand that designs and 

creates playful collections with clean, Nordic lines and a twist and turn in 

every detail. And they’re rather good at it too. For not only do they mix sporty, 

feminine, and edgy elements with comfort and freedom in mind, they also have 

an forward-thinking approach that extends far beyond their designs. Take their 

Seawool long knit vest, made from a mix of recycled plastic bottles and surplus 

oyster shells from the food industry. Very stylish, very comfortable and very 

eco-friendly. We’re a fan.  

C OSTER C OPENHAGEN

Femininity, Comfort & Eco-Awareness 

Let us stop for a moment to 

celebrate Y.A.S, the Danish 

womenswear brand that we 

stock in-store. They design 

everyday-wear and occasion-

wear for women who want to 

be unique and individual in 

their styling. They also happen 

to have so many colourful 

creations this season, our rails 

are looking very cheery indeed. 

YAS
Unique, Modern & Colourful

spring renewal
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KIT LIFESTYLE / LITTLE KIT
  • 3 Charlotte St. Broadstairs, Kent, CT10 1LR
 • Unit 3, Eldon Place, The Parade, Broadstairs, Kent, CT10 1NA

KIT Lifestyle

KIT Lifestyle 

OPENING HOURS 
KIT LIFESTYLE • Mon to Fri, 9.30am - 5.30pm • Sat, 10am - 5.30pm • Sunday, 10am - 4pm

LITTLE KIT • Mon to Sun, 8.30am - 5pm  


